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INTRODUCTION

Of all the teaching technologies, educational television ,

(ETV) has probably received the most studie4'attention.1 The

'purpose of this papel- is"to summarize research"speCific to college
,,

instruction and relevant to the following questions:

(l) What are the advantages and disadvantages of television
as a technical mediuM?

(2) What has intensified research revealed about, the
variation in instructional television (ITV) ro rim
characteristics and their effects on student earn ng? -

(3)," How should ITV be used in the classroot?

(4) What factors determine the acceptance or rejection of
ITV by faculty, students, and administrators?

While these qubstioni seem rather distinct within themselves;

the literature is not so easily classifiable.

therefore include a great deal of information

is indicated by the'above four questions. In

This paper will

beyond that which

each case, however,

elaborations may be readily traced to the above four emphases.

1 There are certain,aapects,of televised instruction which are

'basic to any understanding of its effect on the'educational

. process. Perhaps the most important of these appeets is the

constant reminder that the utilization of television is nothing

mo e nor anything less than the utilizatio'of another "tool".

At times, television has been viewed as a do-all, end-all solution

(
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or threat to the total future of the educational process. Those.

individuals, who mistakenly pro ounded such ideas failed to

understand the true nature of hp medium. Television is neutral.

It impartially disseminates mediocrity or brilliance-from studio

to classroom,:

. effectiveness
..

and, as is the case with any instrument, its total

depends solely,upon those who employ it.s-technology.2

As technoloOfal phenomenon, however, the, use. of television

involves three basic.fundamentals origination, distribution and
.

presentation. PeograMs.or instructional materialsrmusebe

organizea.in such a manner to allow for ,their handling 'bytelevisionf

equipment. Ones the content and format-ofsthe'program have been.
.

properly formulated and prepared.for broadcasAng, the prpgrams

are then distributed to receiving stations four instructional use.3

Admittedly; this is a very gross and quite.cursory treatment, of the

electro-mechanical process involved; however, the mechanics bf

televised instruction are not a primary focuS of tits paper. What
?

is of importance, hoN4ever, are the adVat. ges and disadvantages

of the:medium from the practical viewpoint of apotentialuseror

adNiocate. ;



CHAPTER

V
.ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF'THE MEDIUM

The following is a resume of the principaladvantagel6

which appear to be inherent in the use of television technology:

1. Television has the capability of overcoming glassrOciM
limitations by bringing dampnstrations into the classrob;e4,
and providing intimate views to every student at thessame
time.6, 7, 8, 9, 10

2. Television is a vehicle for the "master teacher" sitce
, -ttrmtv more students to:benefit from his teaching.ylig

3. Television allows for the wide distribution of.programs to a
variety of locations simultaneous.ly.10,,19, 20; 21

,,,

4, Televtsion prOvides a sense of 41mediacy or timeliness
classes- where such a feeling is Instructionally1
helpful.22, 23, &41

1 '

t
0 -.

5. While watching television, chere 'seems- to.be an intimacy o
communication in that the televised flgureappears td be
talking to,e'ach student individually.4D, zio,*7

6. Situations may be presented on television when theix.flobRervation
by. any other teans would cause a gross disturbance:4°.

,7. Through the use-of videotapmg,' television eliminates the need
for repetitive acbilig and allows for the rebroadcast of
'special events.te, JI, 3z'

8. Television. call readily present,masses of visual and auditory
inforrnation.33, 34

9. "Televiiion is a lokesizer." It hps the capability of
compressing tim and space, editing reality and, with virtually
comparable suc esS, incorporating all the ,clasaical-inptructional
tools of the c assrobm35 including, nearly all AV materials.J6

. .

10. Television mak it possible for a classrobia instructor to
present to each'of many small classes, special instructional
materials-or guest speakers who would not normally, be
aivailable.-57 .

,

;
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11., Because. of time limitations imposed by the.scheduleAuse,of
television technicians, insttuctors are forced to engage,
in greater planning'organization of course material. While
these responsibilities are considerably greater, the
satisfactions are likely to'be of commensurate magnitu008

12. Televised instruction insures congruent presentations to all
viewert."

13 Perhaps one of the most significant satisfactions of televised
instruction.is that,students must take on increased resRonsi-

, bility for manipulatingtheir-instructional,materials.4u

14. Televised insruction\is as effective with small groups as with
large groups.41

Television 'concentrates attention.42

Television is flexible irk the sense that various photographic
technique& (close-ups, medium shot dec.) may be used t6
emphasize instructional materials.''

17; The use of television may provide means of overcoming an
.inadequate number of instructors.", 43

18. The use of ITV can overcome sp9e 14mitations since nearly any
`room can serve as a classroom.", 4/

19. Television is action-oriented and dynamic.48
,

v.

2p: the fact that televised instruction places classroom techniques , r
?before the critical eyes of deparxmental colleagues means
that betterLprepared and more ,skillful teaching is the,result.49

21 Television may be utilized in learning experiences where aural
and visual drill are reqUIred.0

/, ..

22 ',;When special testing involves specific -discriminations not
reducible to writing; television often may prove to be a
useful tool. "

.

23 'Television allows for the presentation of'"content" materials
while freeing the instructor for individualized help or to,
engage in further instructional endeavors-.52,

Television may even provide a welcomed change of pact or lift.5'3

4),
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Although this listing of specific adVantages is not complete,'it,does 'serve to enumerate some of the major benefits to be derived

f'rorri television technology. It is unfortunate that -the medium

'alto has Certain disadvantages:

1. Televised ips4vctIon piovides an unidirectional flow of
information 4'D pfooeeding at a given rate, prevt#1 g
class discussion, and ignoring student. questions.ep '.."

Pxperimentaion in utilizing two -way` communication between
the crass instructor pn television and the viewing student .

has shown that student learning in this situation is
significantly 1.nferj,8r to both face-to-face instruction and

one-way television:"

2. Televised instruction tends, to encourage a passive type of
learning'ins.tead of active and seeking.01,6z -

3. The use of'teleyision is the antithesis of individualfzed
instructio90-3,04 since students do not receive'persopal

attention. 05,66

4. Whatever is contributed to the educational process by stUdent:
teacher interaction seems to be lost with the use of

television.07,015, While it may be argued that students in

televised courses tend to have'greatpr individualized contact

with their insuctor, there are instances where this has not

been the case."
4

r4
onal, remote, andcold as opposed

, .

5. Television tends to he impersonal,
to personal intimate and wa . (Experimental findings actually
are,equiVocal on this point and do not favor one interpretation

over the other. These,particular characteristics of televided
in8trtiction are easily ,colored by program content.)7°

The-relative effectiveness of teaching by television is
inversely related to those learning situa ions where two -way-
communication it of paramount >importance. 1

A massive vse of televisiori may present iprious scheduling
problems.74

8.. The effective, use of television requires that large sums of
money be available for the continual upgrading ofJprogram

quality:73
r



Classrooms thould be constructed so as to alloW, for
maxima/Visual and auditory reception by all students.,

.1

- ,

Taking all,factbrs into considerationi, it appears as though,

instructional television has the capability of contributing

significantly to the educational. process. The advantages appear to

weigh heavily in comparison with, ,the disadvantages, many of which,

in turn, may be compensated for at minimal cost. The question which

arises, however, is how shOtild ITV be best used?

There, has been a long ranging and.unresolved conflict between

those w10 feel ITV should be used as the "total teacher" and others

who maintain it is most effectively used as an adjunct to normal

clhssroom routine--a technique of enrichthent. Proponents of the

total teaching concept argile that the medium is too valuablean

educational tool to be limited ioterelyoccasional usage74 and

thax its employment as an economy moye'may provide additional filnds

for situations where face-to-face instruction is indispensible.75

Objections, to total teaching by teleyision.are sometimes voiced

by those,,who,fear a punch-press type of education 'where standard-

:

ization and confprmity are the rule. These individuals fail to

realize, however, that the same criticism may be levied4g inst the

textbook which itself has not posed a significant threat td.

individuality. 76

As a tool of enrichment, television offers opportunities'for

the classroom teacher to incorporate a wide reservoir of instructional'

materials into the educational process by exposing, students to

a'variety of, selected stimuli.77,78 At the same time, the value



.

inhererq'in face-to-face 'instruction may still'be preserved.79.
,. .

.

A early as 1962, Wilbur-Sp ramm stated:early

. ,

.. '<

Experieace indicates that the most effective uses ,-

of teleVision have been in situations where it has been )

coiibined Carefully with other activities in a total
learning situation,'and where students were strongly. ,

. motivated to learn from it.j This chalrenges'education
to make a bread review and restructuring of what happens
in the, classroom. Television can share the best
teaching and the best' deMonqtration; "self-instructional

'Materials can conduct' drill:`'; and give the -

studenta new freedom to look at his Own rate. A teacher
who has these devices - working for him may not have
.exactly the same duti66 as before, but,hig, duties will
'be_no less important. The student who has these devices
working for him will not spend his day.as before, but
his learriing oliportunities will be no less, and
probably-considerably more -.80

4 4,0

In this, final analysis;" it appears as though television has

a role to play as both an adjunct to regular classroom teaching

and as a means of providing total instruction. As an enrichment

*tool television Can be immensely'effective and timely when used

creatively by the classroom teacher. As the total teacher-,

instructional television does not appear to effect less learning

than claSsical face-to=face inetruction,81 and may be ideally suited

to carry the bulk of teaching under certain conditions. The

question, however, of when the medium shOuldbeused as the sole

purveyor of instruction as oppos4d td-an enrichment tool involves

a complex, of adminitrative.and practical considerations which will
A

be taken up at a later point.

Theqact of the matte is that studenti do learn efficiently

and effectively from television. Research has repeatedly. shown
.

that there are ,no sigrificant differences in learning between face-

i. 82,83to-face and televised instruction. This fact has'been

10



i*oven at all levels of education in experimentation with such

'd verse subjects as calculus., engineering, anthropology,

el ctronics, art, music, literature, physical,,education, driver

red cation, French, Russian, typewriting and many more. The

ove whelping conclusion is,that the average student is likely to

lea n as much from televised-;imstruction as he is from ordinary

.cla sroom methods.
84 On the negative side, however, data generally

ind cate that primary and secondary School students learn with

.greater efficiency from televised instruCtion.than dO college

stu dnrs.85'Whils this difference appears' to be small, it doe's

,s'er e to emphasize the negative aspects of theomedium and:their.
4

in ibitory/ effect on :learning at the college levek.' Criticism

'ha most often been directed ,at the teietision,medium 'filr failing

to provide whatever it is that facilitates learning. Too often,

th content and.format of the.programs themselves have been

co veniettly overlooked in spite of the fact that they are often

tl e primary cause of the medium's failure:86 College professors

a e particularly guilty of'kstale and unimaginative approach to

formulation of program content. This lack of creativity on

tie university level has been noted in the past 87'and may still be

dominani'cliar4cteriStic of college.television today.

In 1952, R-.H."Eckelberry:stated,

reater.possibilities than anyiOther

ention of printing.. tollege,g and

way in-realiling these pos/sibilities.

"Television seems to affei .

- #

developmerit since the

universities should lead the

"- 88( As ear as 19554

results of studies indicated that students suffe liitle loss in

11



learning from courses taught on television in coin

.dtasses conventionally taught.89 Since that time," the-declaration:

s.

.,
of no' significant, difference in learning has been rep tedlya

supported in the literature, 90; 91:92, 93 and 'yet 1.L1 Rite of

these overwhelming research findings, university facu co;-Ilembers,
AL Ar

use of ITV"4", 74 aa they did in 1955.9still seem to resist the

in a 1969 publication, Dubin; HOley, aal., studiepthOse

factors which"appeared-to play thd,greatest, role in determinfng

the acceptance level of ITV on the college campus. The Aeason6

why "televised instruction has not been widely used on, 'tie university

level may well be embedded in the following observation:

.a

We are thus confronted with a highly visible technical
-innovation, the,intended consequences of which are
-neither dastter nor worse than the technology it
replace's.. Under these circumstances: it' is especially
important tb examine the attitudes of actfAl and
potential users and consumers of the innovation.
Their outlook may very well make the single oost,
important difference in whether the innovation chill be

adopted--
,

and'if,adopted, whether it will be successful.97

ro
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QUOTER II
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ATTITUDES AND ATTITUDE MAKE

The success of instructional televiston on-the college

campus seems 'to be intimately involved with7the attitude of

both facu-lty and stulients-' Among facultymembers; attitudes

may be based on sound, rational and objegtive thought or they

may merely represent irrationa emotional responsed which

reflect, in some Cases, insecurity and rigidity. In. the same
4 0 I

fashion, student opinions of ITV may.find their base in fogical

thought or may be the result of subjective and illogical A

.

thinking., Such .diverse attitude formulations maY pr e- to. be

'difficult obstacles .to contend with in attempting to Iiodify the

climate of acceptability at any university.

There does', however, seem to'be 4rtain generalities

which may be drawn to capsulize the continuums uppn.swhich

attitudes are based., These:continuums appea to be'dolewhat

Specific to each segment of a university population antl,

therefore, require individual treatment. For example, the

opinions Of university faculty members may be determined

1'. The degre§nto,whiclz,ITIT4erves as threaf to their
position;", ", 1°1 .

14 technical difficulties forenen in using the medium102
and fears of technical failure;Lu3

3. 'Desires to avoid additidnal workloa s felt ,to be inherent

in televisionprogramming ;104

4. The extent to which educational expe imentatiOn'ts
accepted and racticed by faculty me bersi0.0.5

44.
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\

. The degree to which the use of -ITV is interpreted as a
crutch for inferior teaching; I06,,-

6. .,....Personal ebtiMateS Of overall effectivenes .107,. 108

-

'7. Perceptions of velevi ion as being to particular
Academic areas;Lu

.

8. Desires to maintain in ividual autonomy and to avoid the
rigid clasroomrechniq ef-" gfelt to be unavoidable when
usingtelevisedprogram U

.Of all levels of education, faculty members at the university

level show the greatest' resistance, to the use of televised

instruction.111, 112 Indeed, if television is newly introduced to

a university with inadequate preparation and faculty support,

resistance may become explosive in nature. In spite Of initial

resistance, however, if ITV is introduced successfully, attitudes

are likely to change in favor of the medium. lla The greatest level;

of acceptance by faculty, members has apparently been achieved in

institutions, which have inVol ed theirfaculty in the total planning

of the program.114

In. a recent publication Dubin, Hedley, et. al, conducted

an extensive study of faculty attitudes as indicated by research
- ,

V
.r I

findings over the sev teen or so previous years. One rather
0 s

prbminent conclusion they reached was,that "the c r the introduction
,-

. .

of educational T1.1 co e, to the daily behavior andpersonal life of'
;,

the professor, die, ess positive his attitudes are likely to be

toward ihr."115 In their.comprehenSivereview of pertinent research, \

they alqo derived the following observations:

1. Generally, pr9fessors are more favorable than unfiavorable
'towards ETV.i1.6
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.Certain acadeilic section4 (e.g. the artst businesS, and
humanities) may ,be wore resistive to the-intf:IV than
others (e.g.. .education and the sciences).11/

Professord*e hesitant about using ETV themselves.118-

4.. There is some indiationithat regular teaching by television
causes'professors who wore neutra t acquire

1

unfavorable attitudes teward,ETV.Ii

'5. .Those.professou Who have had experience withigWV are likely
more:favarable than those who have not."Y

6. Teaching on ETV produces greater famer4li attitudes than
merely observing4televised instruction.

7. If a profemr its favorably.inclined toward ETV, he is, likely

to use it. 144 PA

? 1 c4.

.

Al , &: The chance of television assuming a regular position ins
university instruction are greatly increased if favorable .

faculty attitudes outnumber the unfavorable by a ratio of
. 2 to' 1,1z3 I

9. The degree to '61ich ETV is-viewed as favorable varies inversely
..with profesigicinal rank. 124

I -

Ilyitructors who gerwally teach large classes are least
aboutabo ETV.L45

11. After a period Of association, professors are less likely' Co
regard televia*on instruction as_ inferior to conventional
instruction. "10 .1

/ 0

12. Takingall actors, into consideration, prepardtion for a one-
hour piesen ation may take uowardi of 5 hours on a closed
circuit sys em, and 9 hours on an open circuit.127 4.

13.0, Although ETV may initially be i3erceived.as being a thre\at-

to acedemic/ freedom, such attitudes-are likely to be \

decreased after a period of association 128 and ETV may 1

eventually13e viewed as never having been a threat.129

14... Prestige does not decrease with the uselof ETV and may e en
increase.130

15. Fa&ilty members seem to feel that students are either neural
or strongly negative about ETV,131

16-. Most professors,*feellthat ETV is ad good,as or better than.
conventional instruction. in holding; student attention.132 \

15
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717:' University culties generally feel that the television
medium may e as effective as conventional instruction tn
stimulaing student interest.133

Faculty members tend to feel that stUdents Orillod
with ETV as with co enttonal instruction.134 4,

There seems to be a f ing among faculty members that .

conventional, methods a adequate enough to handli incr'eased
enrollments.135, Large sections seeT to be prefeFted when^
enrollment pressurgs are genuine,136 and only when increases
in budget do not 'cokrespond with efilollment increases does
giry become,generalWr'acpel)table for instruction.137

- .

Generally, college profespos are !mgreAnable to the use
of ETV when student welfare is at stake and le'ss so then
circumstances permit them 'tq be paid for working overtime to
accommodate increased.enrollment.138 4.

In concluding their discussion 1. faculty attitudes,-the
k

authOrb had this to say:

18\.

It seems perfectly obvious that educational television
has the potential of dispkicing large numbersf teachers.
from teaching. Whether or noethis4is consciously`
recognized among professors, it is a'self-evident
conclusion. There turns out to be a very obvious counter- -
measure to this potential threat . . the professor
contends that a major segment of eaCh student's college
education must Occur within the voide and eye contact

1 range measured from a professor at the podium ,to the
'clast student in the far corner of the classroom. So long

as this contact notion is believed, large numbers of
professors will have to be employed.tomaintain that
c9ntact.139

1

in comparison to their elementary and high ,school counter-

parts, college students seem to harbor the greatest resistive

attitudes. 140,,141 In general; student opinions tend to favor

conventional instruction'over,televised instruction142 even though

achievement is likely to, be equivalent under both classroom

techniees.143, 144, 145, 146 -Attitudes of college students toward

ITV appear to depend on:

16
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How much coAtaCt students want and feel they will have with ?.

a teacher .147'

2. Whether TV is thought; to be interesting, or boring .148

..:,

3. Past experiences with television courseij4v .'
,..

4, The conditions of 'Viewing .150,a15L , .
. ,-

r. -L k

5. The technique' utiliized by thOnstructor teaching the
r 'ci 11.

( \
' course.152# 344

.---i. 4)- i

,
t,

,

6. 'The content of the,course. 154, 155, 156 (There is some, ° ,

4 indication that stude4ta are more favorably inclined toward.
ITV in courses-where demonstration's are impOrtat an less
inclined where'discusifon and drill are important.)131

, *

/ T
Other evidence indicates that students may fivoi direct

r
4

a

teaching by television° instead 'of enrichment158_an&that stUdents,

,may prefer mail classes to TV 'classes, and' TV to large lecture

sections.159 In their. analysis, Dubin, Hedley, et al. determined

the following:
, '

. . 1. Students,'generaIly react favorgbly'to the introductioh 'o
telev.ised instruction and are likely to become more,
favorable as experienCe increases.10

f

r.1'

2. ituanta tend to regardtelevision in general e faVorabli
than the televised course"bf which they may be a part.1:61

.
.

.

3. , If given the choice betWeen.televised and-conventional
instruction,' students prefer conventional bethdds.162

.

4
, ,

4. On the average, students modify their 'attitudes in favor df.
,ITV when,faced with the decision of'9hoosing bween
televised instruction and large class, methods.J-03

5: Students are more receptive to teleVised instruction when
0

they,feelthey Can receive a begterpresentation. lo

6. Moat students
v

are of the opiniqn that they may learn as much
.ficam'televEsed instruction as from conventional mealods.165.,

. ,

.. Student opinions seem to be equivocal with' respect eo the
question of whether or not television has the ability ef ,

commanding their attention.166 ,-

I 4.

I ,
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xotmerit, 'the authors added:
u 5

The college studant as consumer "of teaching
does not exhib,it any significant resistance

,

.

to the introduction of educational television
in his on instructional program. He mill,
'take whatever method or medium of instruction
is offered, damn or praise it op.' its merits, 0

. and get., on 14.elethe business of pursuing, his 0
college education.167 v

.1 ,

.

Recently, Evans and Leppmann studied.ithe reactions of .,-
4

-

university'faculty membOfs and administrators to the introduction
a
"-

of ITV as an echicatiOnal innovation. Although their study was
0 .

somewhat restricted in that. it. epcompas ed only nine institutions

(twenty-seven adrairas trat o'r d some'sellenty-five faculty members),.

their 0.9mments and,observations eem to provide some insightful

material which. may add considerably to the understanding of faculty

attitudes. Certainly, their remarks are important'for anyone

'desiting tcyffect,change within the structure of an estarished

university.

()Lie of the first considerations they mention. in the

determination of how successful the reintroduction of ITV would
,

be on,a part' uIar campus tsthe extent' to which themedium'hat

become "institutionalized:" Evans and Leppmamn state that the.

Mere presence of the electrical and mechanical parapherballa of
. . . .

.television does not insure that, the medium has been accepted by

faculty membersiand even a convincing display of overt 'approval

is little assurance that the innovation has been accepted covertly.168

It is this second level of acceptance which apparently determines

"the'stecess or failure of the medium. 'Faculty members who-are

convinced that television is an important educational tool and are

18
V.
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willing to use it'in their own 9cademic field seem to be the

,.

basic ingredient of "inatit lonalization."
-

.Ev ns'and Le3pmann found that under conditions where

/., was faibrab y received upon inteoduction and,later abandoned
o

seems tolbe

television

, there'

less
- i.

ttle hope of rejuvenating its widespreacl use un
. .

the reasons for termination inyolvecOeconomic facto6 or strong,
,

.

concentrated opposition as from a particularly powerful administrator.

In these instances, it may, be assumed that the discontinuance of,

televised programming was not primarily due to faculty disapproval

and that the medium may halte become a.part of the instituti

itself. Under these conditions, the possibilities fort he successful*

reinstatement of televised instruction seems to be greatly
10

increased. 169.

WIVe this discussion thus far has been 'somewhat restricted

to the wo extremes of total acceptance and tbtal rejection, it

should be noted that the. position of any one university is likely
..- .

.
.

to `be somewhere in between. Year to year variation, in the degree
,

,
_ 1 ,.

to which faculty members may utilize televised instructioh,adds

further confusion to the problem of determining a university's
ti

"climate of reception."170 Once a program is begun, however, it

seems evident that a long-range commitment of programmed reinforce-

ment is necessary. ,, .Accidental or trial, and 'error adoption usually

results in a return to farmer teaching methods. _For_ institutional-
.

ization to take place, administrators lust make use. of the rewards

at their'disposal (promotions overt approval, salary increment,

etc.) and develop a long-term p ogram of genuine support.171

a.
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Evhns and Leppment found thayin several institutions

the adoption Of television was the result of a temporary. but
A.

-17.

genuine university crisis 'or gome strongintht!-Slastic.idvocate

fighting for its implementation-. Once thelcrisis passed or the

zealou!.4 proponent departed, however, theuge of teleyision was

abandoned'iefavOi'of fotmer4methods.17?-, OtHer

'adopted ari experimental appoach. in' that they allowed foi a trial
. .

petiod of evabatIbn by an appointed committee. UnfortUT4t@lY,
.

such arrangements
.

were found to be so organized that termination

of the experimental.

decision of. totally

stated, \ .

period Was, in effect, often a predestined

rejecting the medium. As Evans Wand Leppmann

.,
. . . it is not rust the experimeneal nature of the
°original adoption, but the frequently immanent
tetmination facility that,preveflts total acceptance.
Once an innovation has teed terminated the system
clearly has only-two choices; one is to move on to
another innovation, and indeed . . .some iystema
move from ones innovation to another; the othe; is a
reversion to the old tried and trup methods.1/3

The authors cited a.variety of reasons which were given

4

by'their interviewees in justification for the termination of

television usage. Among the most frequeht were (1) superficial

Y-

"reasons such as the lack of pergonnel who knew how to, operate thd

equipment; (2) dissipation of the need', (3) termination of

supporting funds, (4) departure of.the one enthusiastic proponent

.#11gwing"the remainder Hof the' faculty. to "cool off," (5) faculty

hOstility, and (6 student resistance.', EVans and LeppMann attributed-,.

all of these reasOnsIto the "lack of "institutionalization" of the

inedium.174

r.
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They found that both faculty and administrators resisted

the use of televised instruction for. many reasons noted
.

previously. in this paper. For example, (1) facUltir members and
- .

administrators were against the:iise of television because its

introducon required ..addi,tional.effortrbn their part--effort
rf

which they Were not willing .to eXpend;175'(2) teaching faculty

were fearful of their inatrUctional Methods to the,4

scrutiny of their colleagues;176 (3) attimes, television was felt

to be 0-real threat to secyrity feelin6 'and, in some cases, foimer

ppdponerits of'televiseds-instruction became resistors,w en their

personal..security became threatened;1774) it was so etimes felt
. ,

.
.

. , that television was some kind of a-toy deserving of little attention

in a seriously academically-otiented indtitution; 178 and (5) in .

, 4

many cases, faculty and administrators repeatedly stated that

some, if not most, innovations (specifically, ITV) Mere worthless,

that the introduCtion of an innovation was not,,,tantamount to

effecting progress and that, in any case, the relative merit of

one innovation as compared with another was a very difficult

/lomparison to gauge.179

One. charge that the authors heard frequently was that the

use of any technologicil medium waters ddwn_the quality of educ tion,

Small institutions were found to).ustify high t ition'ori-thebsis
A

-of. "quality" education through face-t6Tface.cOidrontation betWeen
4

,. .
e° N

profdisots d.a'small-dlass of students. --And even though large

Ainiversitie 'had.foandthemselves'forcedintO the use of large

I/ , 21 '
/

)
,

Alf
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class techniques, the idea that quality educati3On is consistent

only with personalized/instruction persisted.180

Unfortunately, however, no one quite kfiew how to define what

the "extra ingredient" Was in face-to-face instruction and'how it

affected the student., Certainly, the 'objectified and factua
1

examinations which usually concilided-a semester provided little

insight into that Which is gained 47 classical instructional'

techniques and lost in televised-instruCtiOn1181
.1

. 0

One, particularly interesting example of the sophisticated

reasoning of university professors was -provided by two respondents

from different universities% Both professors were noted for being

highly creative and innovative in their own fields and botivregarded

the failure of television at the university level as, resulting from

-a negative 'report of objective study and comparison: As EvanS'afid

Leppmann stated it:

. . here are two respondents who take the stand
that the slowness of universities to adopt innovations
is no particular indictment of the rigidity of, the
university as an nstitution,. but rather is,suivort-
for the basic of egtiveness of the traditional way of
doing,things. 182

Othet profess° s rejected TV because they thought at students

generally resisted enrolling in television couses.183 One,

interesting finding was that faculty members characteristiCallY

'agreed that ITV had some value for other academic areas but was

virtually without merit within their own discipline. ,By way:of

example; the authors provided this somewhat amusing episode between'

a music and math professor:

;22
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e music professor began by pointing out that in
his field, television was of no use at all since
he is totally dependent on getting feedback from
the student. He, the profesqor, must be sure that
the studenCianddrstands one step before moving on
to the next. Hwever, it seemed to him that in an
area like math which consisted purely of information
dissemination, the presentation of formulas to be
memorized by student, ITV could be most helpful.
No so, replied the math ptofessor. In teaching
mathtatics, it is imperative that the 'student -

uncle stand the - earlier steps leading to a new
mathematical formulation, and only by receiving feed-
back from the student could the professor be sure
that. the student is ready for the tiext step. However,
said the math professor, it seemed to him, that a"
course in music, e.g., music appreciation,.could
very well and efficiently be taught by television.1"

20

The complexity of opposition.to the successful instatement \

,

of televised instruction requires a ,great" deal' of consideration and

studied attention by,.any individual desiring to effect change within,

a university. Perhaps one of the first points to consider is

what exactly

If we desire

seems to pro

employ.-

do ,faculty professors consider to be an innovation.185

t effect change, the evaluation of faculty perspeCtives

ide scme'indication'of the most efficacious method to

(

The responsibility for the failure of televised instruction

on the corege campus cannot wholly -be placed on faculty resistance

withoutimplicating other segments of the university community.

In addition to the subjectively irrational reasoning of faculty

, .

members already alluded to, the folloUngfailures may also contribute

to poor ,acceptance:

1. failure of the university as a whole t9 support-e ucational
television";
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2. -failure of university administratofr to regard the use of.
televisionas a vital tool rather than a mere experiment;

3. failure of administrators to maintain their interest in and
.suppot of ITV following its introduction;

failure of adrilinistvator to encourage faculty participatipn
in televised. programming. 186. d

It seems apparent that the conditions noted in the above four

points must be remedied before a program of televised instruction

niay receive maximal support. The introduction or initial revivement

'attempts of an ITV.program requires a comprehensive campaign with

emphasis On the medium's \advantage and positive overtones of\fulfill,

ment and achievement. For example, TV should be introduced as a

means df enhancing job.security and satisfaction,-as an improvement.

on certain teaching practices(e.g., demonstrations), as a challenging

opportunity to'experiment and to expreis one's creative ideas

,

about instruction, as a.fertile-im -ofSupplementing present

teaching skills 'to ac omplish particular obje'otives, as a time saver

in the sense that video-taping of complex presentation r

future presentat' ns a mere matter of repaying the tape, as a

of positive rdc gnition by colleagues an students, and as a so

of personal growth involvement w th the medium aid tts

-educational potentials. 18

Even before such a Campaign is begun, 'however, it s ms,

important that faculty members must be int mately involve the

planning stages. W. J. McKeachie.
, -

, seems to weigh heavilyip favor of entual acceptance
/

stated that, the introduction of tel iSiOn is like

rted that such a pr

-
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opposit49n when (1) no one department or faculty member-is set

apart from the remainder of the faculty as being the "master

°teacher", or "master deOartment"

offering ,instruction which would

When the medium has the full and

. 22
0

, (2) television provided. a,Teans of

otherwise be unavailable, and (3)

continued support of administrative

'officials as well as a large faculty contingent.188

Carpenter and Reilly stated that &n order for faculty tember-s

to search out use TV as an -e uca ona -tool., they must be madeti

aware of its availability and possibilities. Such inforTation may:

,be disseminated by pamphlet, by oral means

itself which appears to be the most effect

or by using the media

ve means while the first

seems least effective. Another method of increasing faculti aware ess

wo1.0 beto_createisome type of new center op<campus with the

sole purpose Of accommodating such teaching techniques. The authors

cautioned, however, that the medium must be proven to be an effctive

instructional device before facility mem rs by themselves may seek

its-use.. They indicated that theres little difficulty in seeing

that ITV is as effective as normal procedures, but the need is

prave that it is more effective which, as yet, cannot be ,dO in the,

gen ral case but only under restricted ,conditions. There are, however,:

se =rai promotional methods which administrators, in particular,

mat use to increase the level of acceptance snd use of ITV:

1 Directixes. These may,take -the form of suggestions/.
or extend to outright orders to use the m dium. One
useful approaCh Tay be to ,suggest that a ive or ten,
minute televised insert be utilized in spe ified,
courses as a preliminary step to putting t e entire
course on television.

4
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Inducements :AnnoutkOraents that funds and equipment _
are- avelable for creative television teaching may

acuity membera.to, emplot ITV in their claSsroom
es".18V Other inducement* may be redC ,61.'

loadil9u or salary increbents.14.

Methods.: Cours boundaties may be -so; modified
LiisoFftelex,is on woulct seem to be .f. needed

,Auch an,
v .

ch may4"19.volve\an ift4Fea
wither of .stu en .,and a- concomitant decease
ing, it modification' in cOurse objectives -or s''''
n which the'co rsat4,s offered,' et

, 4 A

These. thre approaches, er, are somewhat based cSn the assumption

teat' the dea or departmentf heads desire to utilize .,television
1

.

in theli col ege or departm ntal offering's.192

While such! methods

of the televiio medium, they are other' aspeCts of TV

usage which deserve co Sid ration-priorl tO the adoption ,of an extended

these may be employed to gairl "inttitutional

progzam. Such conside ations vary from practical economics to the

aims of educitiOn.

U
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CHAPTER III

ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION-MAKING--
'TELEVISION AND THE UNIVERSITY

Perhaps the first such precursory onsiderati n which

needs investigation is the nature, of thOse educational
)

objectives being pursued-by an institution. An andlysii Of

/

/classroom goalS, student needs,,and.aVailable methods ok

satisfying such needs to meet stateclgOals.should,provide(a::.
.

ll

sound means of determining the advisAility of, engaging in an
o

extended program of televised inatruction.193 The promdiion of
. pe . ,

television should not be'undertaken until ,the job it _is to"
(

,

perform is well delineated194 and television is seen as themost
.

.

-...-

effective means of accomplishing stated objectives.195 Curridulam

reforms also demand that the, benefits of ITV be'evaluated in .

,\

. .

.

-terms of changing ducational directio and that TV programs be
.

,

,

.
.

,

''s,c) structured to 6 ntribute,to durr ular adjustments.
(

It appears as though the us of\ITV lends itself quite easily.

to a behavioral objectives approach to classroom instruction:

Clifford G. Erickson atthe Chicago pity Ji.inior, College has stated:

Educational objectives must, be defined in behavioral
terms, in terms of the kinds of things we want.

o students to do and the ways we wantithem to react.r
And these objectives must be defined for an 'eritirel
program, for' a,given course, for art, individual., legson..
Full utilization of available techniques isnot , \

j of itself an adequately formulated goal. Instructional
television dema ds analytic planning at every stage.197

Erickson indl d an ex

institution to'acie equality instructilon by television:

le of-the format utilized by his
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The first step in ensuring instructional quality,
to achieve clarity in thin definition of ..'

ob ctives. Be we select a televiSion teacher
from a 1., : ou-- .est eachers,. and befqre
teacher Se ted is al .... -. ;- r, O 6 aring,

his course, we must formulate a set o objectives +
for his course. This, is often a distressing
experience for a teacher., At,first,he seems
unable to do it. He will express objectives in
terms of content alone, in terms of *bathe expects
to'do, rather than in. terms ototfie reactions or; ',

behavior he. expects frOmstudents- Aftei a period.
of development, during which heiconsults -witha :,

director skilled in curriculum matterl-the'teachei.
does succeed in developing,a Set of objectives. ,'.
Once he has done this, he finds that he has a whole
new concept of.his course; He may choose different'
text materials; he may even choose a' different,,

' approach; He proceeds.througrva series of steps in
which he takes his objectives andltranslates them
into an outline'to guide' him through the course,
and into a study guide to direct students in their.
activities. He devises materials whicti'telete the

,

'students to the televiSpn instruction, selects
reading materials, arranges conferences and assign-,
ments, and atten to any number of things The,
teacher is really etti19ng-teady for, his debut as a
television4Astruc r. 88

.

The reduction /of broadA.nstitutidnal goals to college goals,
. ,

25

to department goals to course goals and finally to behaviiiral or

lesson goals ptD4des a strict .delineation of-tile attributes:desired

in An instructional medium. If TV hate the capability of satisfying

curriculum neieds beyo4d that of other means; its adoption .is implied.

Once the medium is accepted, those same behavioral goals used to

implicate its adoption 'form the guidelines f t the construction

of program content. It is to be pointed. out that; in Erickson's

statement above, they deCiaion .to use 'TV pie pt d the andlysis of

course material to,d0termine if, uch an appr h 'Ng indeed the

mast elffectiVe Iii Stich flstan es; the use of tel vised instruction

9.
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may have been forced by economic considerations or other contingencies.

e systems approach of

'those objectives against

mediums s ems to proi.de

approaches.

derivingf4ecific obNictivei and weighing ,

the adv tages,of various instructional

a yaluablemeans of choosing among several

. 1

While the develapment
,

of behavioral objectives may be of great,

import in formulating educational programs, an additional benefit

can be derived-during evaluational procedures. Student behavior
.. 4 I

could serve as an indication of the success or failure of methods

and media used in prOgram construction and pinpoint those areas needing

d . 199modification in terms of ,the medium' or methodology employe d.199 In

'1966, David B. Orr suggested the,follo$ing integrated program for

the evalpation of televised instruction:

The preparation by curriculum committees of specific
educational o
use of televi

2. The collecti
from direct
teachers, pa
behaviots de
objectives o

jectives to be attained through the
ed instruction.

of concurrent and ongoing information
bservations and from the students,
ents, and superyloots about-pupil
emed relevant to iciac of the specific

the televised ins ruction,.

The preparation of explicit rationales for the
measurement of each objective according to the general
procedurestoatlined above.

The develop4nt, tryoUt, and revision of standard,
quantitative; and relatively obiective measurement
instruments fob the assessment of the. behaviors
relevant to the specific objective. (Some of these
may take the form of paper-andrpencil tests; others
might be rating scales, checklists,1 or modified
performance records.) f

29



5. Theapplieation of such instruments to the
i

, measurement of the attainment of various program
objectives. 200 .

. -
,''

Regardlessof whether this particular procedureprOves

27

t be viable or prOhlematic in itself:the decision regarding\ problematical.
. *

the evaluation of ITV, demands the close attentfion of thOse

educatlonal
-N
leaders Who are concerned with t chnological

instruction .201

A second pre-eMptive faetgr,needinliclose consideration

prior to the adoption,Of an extenuated ITV program has to do with

finance. The initial Outlay for the purchase of capital equipment

is certainly the major lost in terms of a continuing program.202
.

Following this primary expenditure, however, adequate funds must
,

/

be available to foster creative instructional development .nd insure
.

1

the ecomplishment of those objectives for which the program was

orig tally begun .203 Needless to say, the final cost of an entire

project is dependent pon the nature of those missions establishtd

fdr gle'television service and the staffing equred to fulfill such

obligiations.2.04

Instructional television can be.a honey- saver. When the

Chicago City Junior Colleie began televised instruction 1.77,056,

they found-that expenditures were one-third higher than teaching

/ students in the classroom; however,. following increased enrollments,
°

administrative adjustments and increased knowledge of the medium,

the.cost of televised instruction dipped quite substantially

below classroom cost (on the order of $100 below conventional

instruction per, udent -pef year; such a drastic saving, however,

1
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seemed to be due, in part, to having seven to eight hundred

students,per televised class:)205 A'stud5i,orfour courses at
, ..'

Pennsylvania State University in the late 1950's found that the'

\

?8

cost per student hour .of a televised course was-$5.44 while

conventional classroom "procedures cost,S9.48. This same stud

estimatedthebreak-even point' to be a class en olimerit;of

approximately, two hundred.students206

In1 the'early,1960's the University of..I lin4 investi- (I

gated comparative Costs for some sixty,high-qr llme courses.
,, -e.....

The cost for. conventional teachi g was irrthe n ,ighb rhood of -,

0.,600,000 The projected cost of using the to evil on teditim
. !. .

was calCulated under.the uIlow ng assumptions:
:

.

-. .

1. On halftite professor ou1.4 be used .develop

tare Ihstruction..
0 .0

2. One, TV speCialist\would'be.used for 10 ours per
week.

3. AV materials would be provided'.

4. The course would consist of three 50-minute lectures
per week recorded on, video tape and repeated once,

All salaries, service and material costs, plus an .

allowance for engineering, operation, administration,
amortization and depreciation of all equipment
was taken into consideration.

The ii.sl'cOSt\for. the game instruction via television was' calculated .

(

to be $800,000.\While this figure was thought to,be slightly

low, it, nonetheless, points to the direction of economics in regard

to using the televisionlmedium.207

While the magnitude of such savings may strongly appeal

o

to those individuals some what given to parsimony, financial gain

Cannot solely justify the implementation of television programming,

31
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'
LesterAsheim-quottrahe knOwledgeabl par

.4 conference on ETV
.

'Money saving is not the real just
.criterion should bethe improveie
The use of large...cla-sses, for ex
not because it saves money., but b
instruction by television makes i
the classr
classes a
students.
teachers,

om teacher'to concentr
d giving_personalized.
Theuresalt is, not the
but their redeployment.4

cipant in a rational

ficakon. he
t Of educe ion.
ple, is of alue,
cause larg class
possible or

t on smal
ention to the
imination of

The abilities of television to a

a d effkct financial iavings see* to 1;4

considerations in evaluating wheth r or

Is

- _
.

i needed." They are not, however, the only considerations. I

complish defined objectives

wo of the primsry

of televised instruc ion.

been previously mentioned that 'the' inception .of a technological,

innovation needs to be followed by a far-sighted'prograth of
0

support and, possibly, instrumental reinforcement.209 .Adminidtratidn

mast be willing to continually.entouraie faculty .to utilize_the

television medium210 and, also, develop methods of fostering faculty

participatio'n in the program and rewarding innovative television

teaching. 211 /Such willingness may be demonstrated by allocating a

liberal amount of release time for insructionalfpreparatidn212

and providing credit for such participation in the professional

advancemeneprocess.213 Further indications of administrative

support may involve the flexibility of .newly constructed classroom

buildings, revision of the meods of-selecting faculty and the

structure of an entire educational pr4ram.214 The disposition of

'administrative,personnel with respect to each of these areas needs

to be explored and evaluatesd in an effort to,assess the climate of
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1 \ 1

of accept4bilit7 w.ithin the adminie rative,qularter of a

Since the r.atiitudes may greatly a feat the success of he -f

\
.1:: \

innovatio s introduCtion. .

I order for a televisiOn program to be totally successful,..

t

.

administr tors must be willing to aSge with rather knotty problems--

.30

iversity

one such problim beingfaculty rights. Once a pidfessqr had

devdioped.a television Course and placed the instruction on video

tape, what rules will govern there -use .of his program?25 In 1962

McIntyre and Paden issued ,the foLlowing statement:

There is no doubt that the xe-use of recordings
(with revision and modification when necessary)
will save money. The principal instructor will
be responsiblejto some extent for this saving,
but the institution will have furnished the
capital equipment and the skills of television
specialists, artists, engineers, and Others
without whOee help the recordings could not haNie

:been made. /The right-6 of instructors in the
e-use of video es has not yet been determined,

1?ut some of extra compensation for the
successful television instructor will probably-
be appropriate. One or two institutionsnow pay

flat additional stipend for recording instruction;
t least one other counts the use of recorded
instruction as part of the professor's teaching

load.216

The amenability of administrative leaders to the increased use of

televised instruction bears considerably on the question of whether

the medium is to become nstitutionalized or not. There can be

little hope of improving acceptable attitudes among faculty members

if administrators do not constitute a strong foundation of advocacy.

This discussion has thus far been limited to_(1) the

advantages and disadvantage. of the ielev.ision medium, (2) the attitudes

of students, fac ilty, and administrators (3) various.methods of

33.
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`effecting attitude 6ange, and. (4) preliminary donsideratiohs

(primarily:on the administratiire-level) Which need to be made prior

to the adoption'of a protracted'' program of televised, teaching..

Another area requirihg:attentioh involves the actual interaction'
4 I

, between the studedt and4the contentsand.foimat of the televised

program. The aforementioned factorsiof Ovantagesidisadvantages,\
,. t .

-=...--

attitudes, etc., have their own meaning for a particular segment

of the university community and may coniribut,e,substantially to

any administrative deliberations regarding the accept nee or

rejection of massive television usage. Once a decision of adoption

has been reached; however, attention becomes focused on the nature,

of the program itself and its use in the classroom.

p
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,CHAPTER 4

TELEVISION.AND'THELEARNINdPROCESS.

32 4

Theoretically, the television medium hap thetunique capability

of being ableto ,alleviate certain troublesome difficulties of an

educational institution while also providing a'framewori for creative

instructional application. For the enthus astic teacher, television
.

appears to provide a limitless field for the:variation of instructional

techniques. While television does possess a full measure of versatility,

attention must be acutely fodused at prograth content and, ehe context

of the-learning situation to ensure instructional efficaty. Greenhill

4.

and Carpenter have stated:

In one sense instructional television.is a misnomer;
television per seidoes not instruct, it does not educate,
it does not earn. Television itself is a tabula rasa,
a blank sheet On a Clear channel. It'is a ial .

mediator of instruction,, it is an instrument, whic may
'be used to provide some but not all of.the conditions
necessary for most kinds of learning to occur., It'is
a facility,which makes it possible, but doss not
necessarily ensure, that interactions occur between the
information to be learned and the learner. Within the
limits of functions which television facilitates can be
expected to perform; the effects on learning de end on
how the 'facilities are-used, by and for whom."'

Revealed here.is the duality of the'technological learning

experience. Whether or not learning occurs depends on both. the

content of the experience itself and the context ithin which the

experience "happens." Of immediate interest here'is the content of

the learning,expertence,.i.e., the television pro ram.

As has been mentioned ipreviouslir, the television mediUm

basically provides a method for the concomitant iiresent4tion of
.1

visual and auditory stimuli. Each of these-stim alsO functions
/ *

as a'cue to something greater such as a concept, generalization,

principlle, etc. Television programs must be str Ctured so as to

35
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focus.the student's attention on th se cues so constructed to

proubte efficient learning. Large n bers of irrelevant cues

ionly detract from the relevant ones 'Ard therefore,contr4ute to,

confusion and disintereSt.218 Lionel C. Barrow haetstated that

the two major factors determining thei success of a-television

33

program are its ability to4attract and hold.oild student's attention

and _its understandability. 219 While the attention-gathering,
0 0

bharacteristrics of the program are somewhat dependent,on the

creativity of the 7ogram's originator, various methods of
y

controlling-cues are comparatively univeAlal and,' therefbre; subject

to,experimentation.

The following generalizations are reflective of certain'

experiments' involving the control of certain cue

The literature reviewed here, however, is by no means conclusive.'

A general dearth of reviewin this ared has forced heavy reliance

on-two ,primary sources for this summary.' There is same indication

that learning from films\and learning from television,in4olve the
i ,

same processes and, ther4fore0 , any reference covering-the \

\

production0of educatioval films could, be of value in substantiating
- .

and elaborating upqn those points presented here.220
<a>

Visual Cues

1. The use of 'motion in television program does not
appear to universally enhpce learning.421 The

movement may enhance learning if it is an integral
part of the learning task.22Z

2. Three dimensional programs 'do not appear to enhance
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. ;Whether the scenes or sets used,for the program ldok
Oalistic-or fake appears to have,little effect on
learning .224

There is insufficient evidence to assert that color
improves learning .225 Some oxperiments have
favored black and white presentatiOns.226, One
experiment found that details were more easily ._

remembered in colored presentations while principles
were betttr remembered from black and white
productions.227

5. The addition of humor or animation to a prograwAoe
not appear to significantly increase learning.440,

R
42v

Eye contact between the--teley.ision teacher ap.d,the
student does not materially affect learning.k3u

7. -An increase in
visual stimuli
general.231

creen size or the magnification' of
does not improve learning it

8. The-addition of subtitles improves learning, 232

especially when the material is poorly organized.233

9. Visual images enhance the learning process when , .

they facilitate the association proceqs or serve to
demonstrate manual tasks. Visual images used
otherwise have been found' to distract the learner
and interfere with efficient learning.234

10. A camera angle of 00 (i.e., similar to the view of
a student seated difectly in front of the instructor)
is more effective than oblique iewing angles
varying to'/80°.435

Auditory Cues

11. ' It appears as thou a moderate rate of message
delivery co more to learning than fast or
slow delive ies.236

12./ Sounds used'in a progrim should be similarly
perceivable by students in their environment.237

]

13. Fuherman found that third person imperative and .

second ersonl(implied) effected the greatest
learnin while first person was less effective

"but not significantly 'ao., Third person passive was
found t be least effectiire.238

..u,
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14. fix termp of student learning, there'appears to be
little difference between,televiiiop Oresentations
involving dect s, interviews, or panel des -_

,cussions.239,

15. Some evdence seems to indicate the,9ptimum length of
television lesson to be 25 Mintites.44-L

-,1

16. - Dramatic and expository presentatiQns arpear to be
Iequally /effective for the learner.L42!' 243

.

17. Introductions and
\

sumMaries have been foundmot toy
1

significantly aid in Ilarning .244
' A

- .

\
/

18. The use of motivational questi4ns appears to assist
learning although not signifi qtly. 245 ,,, ,, ,

19. Students- hate been found to-a-quire'm iore nforbation
from Very interestingwograms.than,from dull
programs,246,

20. 'The additPon of examples improves earning though-.
there appears toe some optimum level beyo d . i

.

which the inclusion of more/examples has little
effsct. - i s

247
4 4

21. /here is` some evidence that, a slow rate ,of lesson
developMent results more learning, that a fast
rate of development.44I,n8

22. . Students tendl'to learn more when :giVen immediate
knowledge of result s.249 1

,

23. 'Certain evidence seems to fndidate that the inability
-_,

of students to raise questions and participae ina -

distusdion hinders learning, especially when advanced
studenlis are involved or Ithe material being,
learned is relatively complicated. 250 4

24. In terms of learning efficiency, prompefeeck to
the television teacher seems to be generally.
iimportant.51 '(A6 noted previously, experiments
- evolving twO-way communication between students
d teacher have resulted in the least learning in
mparison with one-way or the complete absence
communic tion feedback lines.)22

25. tive par icipatiOn of the student in the learning
ocess im roves retentionr253, 254, 255 256

-

o
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26. There is some indication that a total revieweat
the conclu;ion of a program is.significantly
superior c both the absence of a reviw
the occurence of two spaced reviews.257

Thesdidactic efficiency of televised instruction ;lies kn

the carefully Controlled planning of the auditory and visual

stimuli presented to the student in, a given format. Optimum

results, require a logical knterrelatedness of pert'nent stimuli

presented so that the student's attention is focused on those)

cues .of relative temporal iMportance. If the demons ration of

manual task is of primary importance, auditory cues should not
0

:engage the student-'s attention. Conversely, important verbal

statements should not com ete with visual stimuli for they-`

attention of the' learner, Mot only must the relitive importance

of cues be established but, before this, a decision muk be

made as to which tipe of cue (visual or auditory) is didactically.

--superior

inferior,

for the learner. A verbal,description

to 4 prrentation of .the tool itsef.
o

of a t6o1..is

Theoretical

statements concerning the construction of the tool: are more easily

dandled through Verbalization thin by a printed text on the

television screen.

Benton Underwocicdhas indicated/that memories may
T.

/

258actually be composed of p..:number of distinCt attributes. A
J /

A A ,

.collection of'attribut s serves\ to distinguish one memory from

another and theieby.a low for the appropriate recal Of-a
\ . -

:particular target-mem ry. Among those "retrieval" attributes

' 4 .

*0

permitting.recall are those of a visual 'and verbal nature.
1 -

Visual. attributes consise of images (or,-in the crSe of television,-
J

O 39- .
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the screen) while verbal attributes are codPosed of

ion of words related to the xiginal target word ,(in
\ \

lelasion, the auditory pott on kprogram) While

the seems to b a great deal of interchange bet7en auditory

and visual, attributes,, their differential nature holds an important'

implication for television instruction. The ability of 4tudents ~
!.

to cctirately retrieve certain memories 'seems dependent on both
, .

.

,
.

t i eiattributes of'the irilemOr7 and thd attributes of the situation
--

\ -

cal iri& for the memory. ViSual discrimIritiOn_tas s are likely
,

4 . .

to be mote easily mastered if siklar past experiences were visual

nature as opposed to verbal. Similarly.,' verbal situations requiring

tarn memory retri val will more call forth past -experiences,

J
.

.

'ofr a verbal nature as oppos d to experiences of a risUal nature. 1
. i

in

ce

e implication for televisi n is simply this material used by

he student in vis 1 situations bhould-:be res rated visually, and

/material used by the student in verba

verbally. If this rule were to

of classroo5,,educati -t

to have a 'greater_ chance

Theotetical cons

situations should be presentecr

e ,followed,- the, 'generalization

its field of,aoplication would appear,

of success..

derations such as those offered by

$

Underwood only 'serve 'to underline the need to fiAd out wl at
, 4 '' ', -;

ctually happens when someone learns. In delving into the
1

,

characterists of efficacious television instructio .the real

questiOns being asked are how do students learmefficiently,M

what haliens in the clas §rootk,260, 2610and what aims-are educators

attemptingjo achieve?262 These, same questions ar

by all teachers notmatter what theirmode.of.prese

I LIO°

being ask

tation."

#
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elevision expert
1(
C. Carpen

The basid qpistion which ust
'presenting a perspective 'of
is: What- is etod teaching?

.

learning 4y other , and le
detec ablit,/and m asurable
inclu int especially the
of stu ents. Goodpeach ng'mean

assimilated; uderataing is
acquired byTntudents,\i formati

deepened, apArebiatio are e
and character is buil: and st
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e raise
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changes
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nor f
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es of televised

Ponibilities/of colleges'
uld not date television
enting info tion or

ve facts, however im rtant'
y.be. Me must. decide what \ .

ithin the full range of a demic _

ional respOnsibilities,television,A
e,,acceptable!mPand fees. e2 3

. thak good teaching i

ms' or` the lecture\platform.

4"

t be made relative to

has been

ih same on

If t is is in

,stat'et UT the ar

with classical

'Lttl
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cede: .then, theoretically speaking,

,

lev,sed instriicticit ,,ts at

he

east on a par

as bee m "tioned, thus far, concern$.ng \tl a role

'of the ciass om teadher in the world of televised instruction.

In those case's s-where television has been confldentlytadopted by

an educational institution and a proliferation of resource

, -

, ,

:
material exists, the teachers' lob may consist .solely of

'

guiding

, students through selected experiences'aqcording to their

needs., Instead of being the disperse i: of informatibn,

the teacher's role would become one of an organizer. As such,

telersion programs could .be combined with.various other

e*ducational devices (films,, textbooks; audiotapes, teaching

41



machines, etc.) to provide the learner with an appropri9te
/

./

and indi dualized core of study dependent upon hip wn

, .
.

paste eriences and current nre/ds. While the- h d r9 for

such a'program may be relativ/ely, easy to
/

"software" (program Content) may present
*

//the resources o a Aumber of specialists

results, may be chieved.265

V

acqu e, the

ficulties requiring.

efore beneficial

/Certhi 'such programs-re e massive institutional

suppoA in terms of ftnancial resou

But what is the role of the every

.desires to use television in his

andpriniiium reform.

classroom teacher who

nstructional-presentation?

`39

While ;the tole is not at all we -defined, experimental researcheri

ectsof'ithe learning situation which,have enumerated'itevetias

are under the control o the assrooi teacher, and therefore,

subject to'modification. The followin points seem relevant:
, or'

Television is'mos effective wh n used in'
, a suitable context of learning ctivities.266 .

The teacher must.fntegrate teleViised.Matdrials
into a'well-planned, efficient program of
classroom presentations.4107, z6b, 269

2. 'Motivated students learn more than unmotivated
students.270, Regardless of whether the teacher'
is present or absent during a TV presentation,
'he must ptovide afstimulating classroom-
atmosphere pursuant to maxima motivational
interest for each student."

'A negative attitude by 'the teacher: toward
the use of television can, iwitself, .

destroy the e-effectiveness of ,a whole, cose of
television instruCtion;"272, Teachers mu at convey
their.acceptance of. and confidence in the medium
tortheir spdents,
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Teachers can hells) to focus s ude t attention, or
relevant cues important for learning and
direct students to avoid ose cues which
detract from learning.27

5. Studhnts learn more m television programs if
they are active.parti iPtants in the
Instructional program.294 The classroom teacher
can be important in this respect for he Is
singly equipped.tb-mete out Aeinfprcement for ,

particularly desirable behaviors 175° and thereby
enhance the learning experiende.

6. Teacher-directed follow-up has proVen to be
more effective than repeated showings of a
lesson.276 . Barrington, in his review of
selecteA stud es,i has determined that "follow-up
work ter a t levision.lesson is vital." 277

7. One f the important advantages of telbvised
. in ruction is its ability to free the
t acher from the time consuming preparation
of individual daily lessond. Students may,
therefore, derive additional beneflt thrplagh
increased individualized'attention418, 4" or
through the teacher's pursuit in other milarly
beneficial directions.

8.

40

a

Research has shown that instructional television
is as hffective wigh ve large groups as
with small groups. co01 1, 2B2 While class
size may not be a factor in learning, the physical
characteristics of.view for each student seems
to have a definite'effect on retention. Not
only are students wIlo'lla40ye a poor view less
enthusiastic about TV, -5 but in those cases
where, the accurate perception of visuallmages
is important, students' who have ,a 'wide viewing
angle or.are at a great distance from the TV are
likelystd learn less.284

While studentsparticipation in'a television
program is desirable, note-taking while viewing
is likely to interfere-with learning procesSes
unlhss'segments of the program are specifically
designated for note-taking purposes.z85 Teachers
must plan acdordinglY.

Since viewing characteristic's may play an impprtantrole

in learning, it may be worthwhile to revie 'those classroom

conditions yielding,optimum results. .In his review of the
.

pertinent literature, G. F. McVey hasdetermined the following:
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1. Minimum Acceptable Viewing Distance:.
width of the television screen ;286

times the/

2. Optimum Viewing Distance: .6 1/4 times the width o
the television screen;287

3. Toward a Maximum Effective Viewing Distance: television
viewing mayistill be effective'at 12 or 14 widths
away from the screen provided symbol size,.symbOl
brightness, and ambient illumination tare themselves
optimally conducive;288

4. Ambient Illumination: -possilily becausa-of the.natare
f the mechanism of the eye, television in a
ighted room 'may be viewed at a greater distance than
films in a darkened room (no information given as
6 optimal' lighting conditli-30-;-2,89\

6 .0

5 Recommended Symbol Size: 30 degrees of arc or, in
.other imrds, a symbol measuring one inch on the
sdrpen and viewed at a distance of 10'feet;290

6. Symbol Brightness: symbol legibility'is directly
related to symbol brigtitneap, which for television
is three times what it is,for most filth projeCtors;291

7. Horizontal Viewing Angles: (a) optimal viewing
desirability decreases as the distance from the viewer
to the screen increases (limits of range: 2'screen
widths-to 14 screen widths); (b)viewers1.5° either
side of a perpendicular lin& drawn from the television
tubes and within the distance limitation have the best'
viewing angle; (c) viewers in those sections of 15°
to .45° on either side of the perpendicular must use
compensatory head movements 4nd are therefore more
subject to fatigue; (d) viewers beyond the',45° angle
of view experience severe image distortion. estructive
to the learning experience; (e) viewing isO'optimal"
in the horizontal plane from 4 screen widths to
6 1/4 widths froth the television, "acceptable" from.
6 1 /4 widths to 10 widths, "acceptable for.high
resolution systems" from 2 widths to 4-widths, and
"acceptable` when symbol size is adequate" from 10, ;;A
widths to.14 widths away from the television.screen.44'

8: Vertical Viewing Angle's: "The optimum sight line
lies degrees below tie perpendicular visual .

i
axis arallel to a level floor . . .. Extreme
varia ce from this angle causes eye fatigue and also
produces a physical strain on the viewer s skeletal
system: . . . It is lecommended that a viewer
seated in the front notnot be faced with a visual
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task iodated more than +15° above the opttmuMkline
of sight while a' viewer-seated,in the last ro*
not face a Verticil angle of \depression greater
that -24° u293

tertainly many-ofthe physical featiles of d'normal

classroom preclude realignment to-aeeommodate the optimal

viewing conditions noted by McVey. The classroom teacher bay,

however, have some control over the viguald i ges projected

on the television screen and, in this way, a some measure of
/

-\ Control over program perceptibility. Similarly, seating

arrangements can be temporarily shifted during televised Segments
,

to allow eachsstudent maximum visual opportuni4es.

What seems-evident from, all this ii'that the classroom

teacher needs to be informed. He needs direction in utilizing

television for those putposles for which it is best suited, he needs,

principles which will guide the integration of television into

his personal instructional technique, he needs information

about visual and auditory cueing; and he needs to be exposed to
11.

various 'classroom techniques utilizing television, among many

other things. In short, it seems evident that, for maximum

returns, teachers must be involved in in-service training

activities. Such training should be Conducted on a regular,

routine asi . Special courses away from the campus nay

-helpfill, but will likely be

long-term improvement. 294

ITV and Individual Differences.

The inabily--61 the television teacher to gauge the

rove

inadequate in effecting continuous,

effect of his.presentation-on the'stuaent295 and adjust it*

according172.96 would. seem to haVe a very definite, effect on

C
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the variable rates -at which students learn.- In 1910 Hideua .

Kumata stated: "Intelli 7ce iSsa prime S I.Tactor. T. seems to
\ * ,

affect intelligence 1,e g different y but exactly ow has

not been shown:1'297 years later, Wilbur SChr added:

Itmay well, bd, as some recent, and unpublis ed
research' suggests, that both the brightest d
the slowest students derive some differentia
benefit from televised teaching- -the former,
becauSe they learn rapidly anyway, and television.
cgn theoretically offer them a greater numbei
and variety of responses to learn; the latter,
because tdlevision concentrates their attenelon
as the classroom often does not. But it must
be admitted that,we do 'not yet understand the
relation of mental ability to differential
learning from television.z9a

W. J. McKeachie reported in 1963 that ". . . student ability

generally does not make a difference in the relative effectiveness

of television."299 However, in amore recent research summary

(1965), H. Barrington maintaine, that the question was still in

need of researching. 300 Altholigh other, more recent information

may be available in this area,none,was encountered by thiS author.

There algo seems to be a geneFal degrth of inforMation

regarding the intangible elements of educational experiences. In

what few research summaries are available, however, the trend

seems quite clear. In terms of the intangible qualities nurtured

or conveyed'through instructional encounte0, students taught 1

by television appear to be no different from students

conventionally taught.301, 302 Whatever is happening. in the

"live" classroom to stim late personality, development seems also

to be happening in the television experience regardless of

decreaied face-to-fade contact in a group setting..

4 6



CHAPTER V ,

Y AND CONCLUSIONS

,,,,Intens re eareh into the realities,of.television in the

room ha8 revealed a number oF advantages which weigh heavily

in favor of he medium's'use. The' disadvantages of television

te hnology m to.be readifY\compensated for through adequate

f' ncial backing., creative programming, and circumspective

plan ing to include student-teacher contact situations where,

questi ns may be answered and/or students and teachers may engage

in-livel discussion. It is apparenf that the extensive use of

television on the university campbs,is largely dependent on faculty

and administrative-attitudes and less so on student attitudes.

Administrators wield several of the controls which appear to bear
,

directly on the activities of faculty members. Salary increments,

promotion, special recognition, to name a few, may all be used to

stimulate faculty use of the medium, and while faculty acceptance

may initially be low, increased experience seems to promote

increased acceptance. Unless administrators are willing to solidly

hack the use of televistOn in a protracted progrem,the medium

appears to.have little chance of "catching On" along the faculty.

Strong administrative support,' however, its no guarantee of faculty-
,

acceptance.

*Before engaging in astrong program of advocacy, however,

administration officials mua .determine that television is the most'

appropriate of the technological innovations to accomplish stated

institutional objectives. Not only will this ddterilination be

of assistance in a "selling job" to a faculty,, but it also provides

4 7
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a ready means for,evaluation of the medium's effectiveness.

Likewise, faculty members need to compare individual lesson needs

with those needs fulfilled through the use of television. \The

establishment of specific requirements providesa ready basis

for the evaluation of instructional, techniques.' University-Tide

%television usage may-6e indicated by factors other than those
.

concerning educational-aims. q has the power to effect

great financial savings, an impo4ant characteristic for a struggling

institution.

The...cLassroot teacher desiring to use television must,..

of necesstty, command a large reservoir of information regarding

the most. efficacious methods of programjconstruction and classroom

use. Since information of this nature is not itself completely,

static, on-going, regularly scheduled training activities seem'

sorely needed. While.teachers may be'sincerely concerned with the

effect of television on the intangililes of education and on students

of. different learning rates, research, seems to indicate that

the gains achieved by conventionally taught students are equivalent

to those achieved,by the television student. -

Achievement of quality TV programming appears to require

a planning and development team with khowledge in the following

areas: curriculum construction, learning psychology, individual
A

and group instruction, menage design and media potentialities,'
r,
specific course content areas, and measurement and ev uation.3"

Certainly such _competencies as these are needed for c rciimspective

television teaching, but there remains a rather nebu ous factor
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seemingly necessary but diffi /t to specify, In 1962, Le ter

Asheim identified this addition4 factor thusly:

All of the arguments, pro and con, and all of the,
problems and proposed solutions, can probably
be summed up succinctly as follows: Educational
terevision is an instrument of great °potential
value in improving the quality of education in all
subject matters and at all levels--if3 4 will
beused creatively and imaginatively. 44

'it is in the application _9f new techniques that discoveries are

made, effective guidelines established, and teaching methods

improved. No one can hope to compensate for a stale and stagnant

instructional method by putting',it on television.

not work. The medium demand

simply will

esh approach to education,

incorporating the essentials of the learning process 'in a new

framework of visual and auditory experience.

. 4.9
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